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OF POOR QUALfIY 
. : 
2. GENERALDESCMPTION 
. .  The compact progrpm ir wriacn to compute ttucfkcts o f r  aosrby fence on the antam receiving &mdmstm. 
Specifidly, a purpac of this investigation is to fud avt how rhe rnddobc lad tbc first ridelobc of the paraboloidal 
antenna's rccepioll paern dunge due to the fields diffnabd horn the edge of a fence. This difirpdion field could be 
en(ennr oenttr to the bdh"tadr of the feacc is large. (For derrilt, me NASA TM-84996, R.F. Schmidt, "A Radii  
fiacting fields 011 the ptlrormuwx of an .ntenna, 8 f d  pkne ltctpiosl ppnem of the b o m i q  field which includes 
cridebbef m dirsocoad &do the introduction of tk difhaaing field. The pattan of a normally iacident plane wave 
(witbout difhctitg field) IS mll-known by studyiug (he d i s t d o n  of the pattan of a Sommddd half-plane dution, 
which iachder aa incident pkne m v e  wd a d i f b x i q  field. the effect of the diffmctcd fidd ltwr 8 fescc on the pcr- 
formance of an mtuula is cdmatcd. 
cdr -3 
ddt+ w m h  
2.1 C m R m A n  S%Srn!M 
described by Sanmtrfdd's hlf-plurc dutioa if the feacc t M ~ e r y  fir from the ud the ~ g l e  from the 
Frtquar~y w y 8 b  d @@boloidd 
an i n c w p l a n e  Wive dadiffracted field fiwn8 feooe kneaded. lhis patcem shows how thempinlobe and 
h t d  NCU Diffncting Mas*) la order to ertimw the effect of dif- 
The foal plane e o n  pttcm arc obtained as fdlowed. An apcrmte fjeld distribution is obtained by-calculation 
prWr wiw ptara W i t s .  ace rppeodix A of this documentation.) 
rasaiocr at t& rpomtn region in the antenna Itfulence frame. The Fourier transformation 
Figun. I iIIu\trdtc\ ,in iricrtid n'icn-ricc ! r m i c  ( \  ! . I ) , .  , i i~i~i i i icl  rclcrcncc friiiic. (x.y.7)A. i i iu' !CII~(- I~ - ! I * IT - ,  . 3 . 
The oricntdtion of the antennd relccrncc I rm ic  n.l . tr i \c .  10 rhc. incni.tl rckrcncc frdme 14 n.prchci.ic.d b> Q I . <  ( x . > . I ) ~  
Eulenan angles ( o J , ~ ) ~  and a tran4ation vector TA. Siniili~rlj. tlic oricntation of the tcnce rcference frirne relative to 
the inenla1 rrfcrence frdrne 1s represented hy three Eulenan angle\ (0.p.y)F and il translation vector TF 
U m p  [hex: ti;tn*loniutioiis. the dcsrred quantities can bc easily transformed among thcse three rcferencc fmnws 
Thc notation RJet denotes the Eulenan rotational transformation from incnial rcfcrcnce fraiiie to fence refen-nce frinic 
Siiiiilarly . thc notation R1'A incan4 tlic Eulenan mht ional  tr,in\fonnation fmni menial refenme fminc to antennd 
wtcrcnce frinie, ctc Some uwetul relatiom among thcse trrinsfoniiations an: cited txlow. 
llic h a w  mtation trdnsfomation. 
I hc cdscade transformation: R*-I = R1'F RA". The inverw mtational tran\formation: RIdF = (RF-I) t m m p w  
r 1 I ~ o y r  cosu - 4 sinu siny cosy sinu + cosp COW siny siny sinp I 
I R'-' = -siny cosu - cosp sinu cosy - siny sinu + cosp cosu cosr cosy sina I 
hi@ n i n a  L - si@ cow J cosp 




E = (sinu, - m u ,  0) e-iKs (3) 
.. 
.. 
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. . .  
the lcricc: n-fcmnce' frame arc l o u d  by .solving che quation helow. 
( L  Y. Z)F * (CX#)O cosll, rim Cosp, si@h 
For the transformation of the polarization angle dl from the inertial rcfennce frame to the fence reference fmmc 
l i n e a r l y - p o l d  magnetic field with polarization angle d1 in the inertial reference frame ha.. components 
(Hx, H,. Hz)l = cosdl (- sina, cosa, 0)) + 
sindl (- COSQ si@, - sina si@, co@)l 
Thme magnetic field components transform into fence nfennce fnunc by 
W. H,. H3p = R1'F (HI. H,, Ha, 
7hr pai.rtcwim 
(HX, Hy, Hzk 9) 
6. a bncrrefcrrrrc mms. arc bmd tvy d* chraqulith 
(- UII, COU. ok. + 
stndp (- c(L. riaJr. - c#u &$I. cat& 
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L 2.5 FOCAL PLANE RECEPTION PATLERN ,+: 
The anta01 wlysis prosram dcul.tes the focrl plane lrbcepion pattern of the b i n g  diffract4 e l a a ~  
field by Fourier tMsfomrption of a SommcrfeM hdfplrnc rolution (which is in antam nfntnce ftame) at the .al#uur 
qmtun ngion. The pattern given in daciklr (a). la obtcrinad by 
3. PROGRAM DESCRIPTION 
parpbdoidal antenna and a d y  fence. 
cross-reference m r v ~  is rkma in Figwe 2. Tbu m d x  shows bre COMMON blocb used in each submutine. 
is prwidcd in appendix B. 
This &do0 describes a FORTRAN program which b wd lo CrlarLte a focal 
The program hierurtty ctrut i s  rbown in Fv 1. lhit b shows the llow ofhe pmgmn. The COMMON block 
Tht subrwtine functional descriptions and input puamatrs list plt also included in this section. The pmgram listing 
mxpth pDcra for8 
0 
.Ai 
3.1 SUBROUTIhE F"c"I0NAL DESCRFITON 
This s c c t i o a d e s c h b e s t b e ~ ~ p e r f o d  byerchwhutk.  4 
- "-4 
MAIN Tht main routine conmls the flow of the program. MAIN mutine first calls subroutine ATIN to rcad the in- 
put pammeters. MAIN mutine then calls submine  ATDEF to define the constant values in the p m g m .  
The third subrdutine called by MAIN is s u b d n e  ATEXPL, which'is used to print out the significant 
paramders used id the progm.  The actual calculation is performed aftet these calls. 
ATIN This submutine provides the input values for the program. 
ATDEF This submutine def ines  constant values and convelts physical units. 
ATEXPL This s u h n w w  prrrirs out MIIIIC input pardnicters for the user's information and record. 
ATAPER This subroutine subdivides the reflector aperture into small differential a m  Pnd eyaluates the coordinates. 
unit n o d  vector, and differential a m  for each small area at the apemre surface. 
ATROP This submutine pmvides the rotation operators for the use in the rotational transformations among incnd, 
antenna, and fence rcferencc frames. 
ANGROP This submutine defines. Eulerian rotation operation A for the rotational transfonnatim 
When 
1 (cosy coscr - cob cosu shy) (amy rino + amj3 COIO r i q )  (siny sir@) a m i  cnsa - ct@ sin4 m y )  (- riny rino + cod cosu cosy) (cosy sin/% 
(- si* cosu) 
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WPVT: 
OUTPUT: ROtttiod openbr rrmvif A. 
Eulcriu! urgkr ., p, y. 
TRANSP This submutine tmnspom the mtatim operator to obtain a n  inwne d x  for the inverse m a t i o n  
transformation. 
This d m c i n e  c ~ m p l c ~  the iarare m&x 





ATXPW This subroutine transforms plane-waw incident angles of anival and polarization angle from inertial 
reference frame to f e w  reference fmmc. 
and 
where TA, TF am tnnalation vectors of the antenna refercncc frame and the fence rrfertnce fram to'the 
d ntfennce frame. rrtspectiveiy. The first equation transforms a cartesian coodinate point fnnn the 
armnna rrferrnce frame to the imnlnl reference frame. The second q u a t i o n  transforms that nunc point f n m  
f i to  rmul rrferrnce frame to the fence nrfercnce frame. The third q u a t i o n  transforms that point from 1ht 
c ~ r f w d ~  rchduruc vyYcem to the cylindncvl ctwmlinatc system (Smnmerfeld solution equations a i r  
dckrttrrci ht D ~ b l t n d r k a l  coordinate systeni in the fcncc n.tercnce friime ) 
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.r +.: . - I .A 
C(X) = INTEGRAL (COS(T)/SQRT (2 PI T)  SUMMED OVER T FROM 0 TO X) 
-- . 
S(X) = INTEGRAL (SIN(T)/SQRT (2 PI T )  SUMMED OVER--T FROM 0 TO X) 
ThisrubrwtLae evaluates H-planc SOmmrfaM mhttioa Oquaiar. 
This mbmutinc tranrfonns du H-phne e- * fieM oomp#lents of the Sommerfcld solution fFom 
fence reference frame to antenna mfertnr.e fnme. 
0 .- - 
ATCY 
ATRFA 
This submutine evaluates 
(Ha. Hp. &)A p hFAl (Hx. Hy, H ~ F  
ATPWH This subnwltinc evaluates the plane-wave functions H, at every point on the reflector aperturt 
H, = (- sino, COSU. 0) c - ~ K S  
on&s 4. @ krik the direction of the plant wave 
ATCORR T h i s  dmutm rdCtJlur Eosrrt e m i m  pccam by the following equation 
Pattern 5 20 bg I I Si, 
rpcmm 
H,dr { 
. .  




FENCE SYSTEM ' 
t 
I Figure 1 ;  
MAIN 
I I I I I 
ATXPW A T W W  
I 
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r k w q i c w l  
-7 -- . _ _  - .-. . . -- - -  +.^ 
4nlcnrw mfkrtor rddius 
Ongrnvl value of sigma 
Integration control constant 
Wavelength 
Frequency in GHZ units 
Focal length of ideal paraboloid 
Plane-wave azimuthal ingle in 
inertial system 
Plane-wave polar angIe,k iner- 
tial system ' 4  
Plane-wave polarization angle in 
inertial system 
Euleriin angle in antenna system 
Eulerian angle in antenna system 
liulerian angle in antenna sy.Ptem 
Eulerian angle in fence system 
Eulerian angle in fence system 
Eulerian angle in fence system 
Translation vector component for 
inertial-antenna correspondence 
Translation vector component for 
inertial-antenna correspondence 
Translation vector component for 
inertial-antenna correspondence 
Translation vector component for 
inertial-fence correspondence 
Translation vector component for 




Trdnslation vector component for 
inertial-fence correspondence 
, . .  ..L 
. . .- , . .  . . _ .  .. . 











vnglc o of plane wave H, 
lngk /I of plane wave H, 
increment of angle fl 
- 
numbcr of angles to be evaluated 
in the pattern 
If XDF = 1 ,  the Sommerfeld 
solution equations are fully 
calculated 
, 
If XDF 2, the cylindrical 
diffraction pan of 'sommafeld 
duticx~ is  discarded 
.. 
.- 
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4. USER INSTRUCTION 
This r c c t h  C I M I ~ ~ L O C  the uacr’r gut& for th WQOMI rarlyrir pmgnm. 
5. sMB1zEQRogLEM 
raioafO.44 with faad“ focaI pia. incident elacrrc~ w L msunxxi to be lincariy p~luized in the z-dinction 
in t& initial amimate system. opaating fnquency is 2.0 Owr W b  iaegmm * control conaunt XLI set to 0.5. ?he 
C o o F d i ~ t ~  system an: (180,90.W)-.Dd in cbc Isnce coordinate system an (90.90.270). The 
,-700) in cm units. The rodition pattern is OQIlPlted at rpercum tmmdttcd ngion with angular coodinate 0 
=is sectkm plwides a sample plDblem to simulate dw rdiriam paacm of 19-mcter p b l o i d a l  nflector with F/D 
8ngles io 
tion voctof amqxmms from inertial to apettutc origin is (O.tOOO,O) d from inertial to fence origin is 
3 0  
4 
(0.2 
varying from 93.0 to 87.0 at 0.1 decnmcms. 
.. 
. AI1 the default input values ue set up in the BLOCK DATA of the program ANTENNA.FORT(PAT1. Tbe user 
may use the namelisted input in the data file ANTENNA.DATA(CASEPO1) to ovemde the default input v h .  
Computer print-out listings arc shown in Figuns D-G. The foal planc nccption pattern is plotted in Figure H. 
6 .  SUMMARY 
A comprehensive test of the pmgrmi has been performed. Figure I shows that the focal plane reception pattern with 
a fence oriented orthogonally IO the paraboloid axis and located directly in fmnt of the antenna 16 metem away with h e  
antenna lower half blocked by the fence. Figuws 2 - 10 show a series of focal plane reception patterns with ihc fence 
lower by 30 cm. 100 cm. 200 cm, 300 cm. 400 cm, 450 cm, 600 cm, 700 cm and 800 cni. respectirely. It i s  clearly 
i!lndratcd that the f-ocal plane reception patterns art: distorted for all the cases rhar thc antenna are blocked by the fence. 
T k  w f l l 1 >  of the antenna is 4.W cm. The distortion depends o n  how much YK-a ir hl(hkxj. For ercaniple, Figure 6 
~ W U ‘  * a w h  d t s t c n w n i  of r k  rtxcptioii pttern f;w ;I diphtlr h k w h d  oncnm, a t ~ l  Figurn I shows great distortion n l  
~ ~ ’ V A W  ?:*rem !ur u iwif .h4c~wai arrterriu I t  I *  ;&; h ~ w c r  hri a11 rk uitbkkcd antenna cases. the reception piittrrr, 
~ r t * L : - t o W  a illutncal in. Flgurm i - I O .  I iw’ tiirst ri&iclbe kvel ia Scrn to be at - 17.6 dB with respect to the 
nuin heam peal duc to ihc faa thai rhc effect 01 space divergence between a focal point feed and the parabolic refla- 
tor, and feed dimivity. wen not included in the prugmm initially. 
ORlGfMAL PAGE is 
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For the Mlawing two cases. although the amemus art no( blocked by the fence gaomeuically, but the diffraction 
cffectr YE &own on the sidelobe of Icccp(mn pl#cm nevertheless. Figun 11 illustrates that with the fencv 127 metera 
away fnrm the antenna and 5 meten lower mWn the level of center of antenna, with this orientation the angle of incom- 
ing diffraction field is 2.15 d e g m  d campondingly the nccpion pattern b s  dam& at 8 = 87.75 degrres. Thc 
same effect is also shown in the rccond case. In F i g m  12. with the fence locvted at (150 m. -9 m), the angle of in- 
coming diffraction field f m  the f m  is 1.15 degncs. Thc reception pattern clcudy rhowr distortion at 8 - 88.85 
degrees. 
In this investigation we lound that as long as the antenna is not blocked by the fence, the main lob of tbe ttocption 
pattern will not be diskad. However, the rlbelobc will be distorted if the angle of the incoming diffrpaion field is 
mughly qual to thc inclination angle of thd sidelobe. If the mgk of the incaming diffrsction field is large compared 
to the inclination angle of the s i d e h  mcmrml. tkt Jithrrtum Crracc fnm t h  fawx is not r h  in the focal plane 
reception pattern. 
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RELATION OF FOCAL PLANE 
FOURIER " R A N S N l R M A .  OP '€UE FIELD DISTRIJJUTION 
AT A " N A  MRTWt3 REGION 
PAlTERN AND 
The bpcmue Md tf, i s  approximated by a sommerfdd hrlf-@um d a & m  dsrulbal in the urtuw - &lbmce fnmt. ?hR rlrpur&ld dirtributioo includatbc incidcat plane waveand tk imadn#Giftnnk. f d  Fmm 
' the fence. Inm-dtwm- the effect of the diffming fena oo du performance of the antemu. a fwd pknr 
FCOCPiO(l pmm -ing to this apenure %Id distribution is needed to illustrate how the intmduction of chc drf- 
fraction Iwd fenct changes thc fd plane ncepion pattern. 
la-A-1, Pis an ubitxaxy point on the focal plane of antenna, A is the vertex of antenna, ud F is the focal 
poia. ~ l c  am e e n  PA and FA is e. For a small angle approximtion, a plane wave with an incident angle e 
iprra Yo opporicc ride will focus on point P .Aer nfkctii from h e  p b o l o i d a l  antenna. Alternatively, rhc phase dif- 
a ibction for any point on the apertum plane is cub. R for that companding point P on the focal plane. 
mea It,, is tbc unit wave vector of tk phae wave with an incident angle 8 lad R is a position vector to thc+per- 
tu= plane.] The fwld at point P for the qutm field dihbutioa H, a n  therrfo~ be crlculatcd by tht intern of 
the eperturc field M b u r i o n  Hs multiplied with the ptusadHuencc fuMi00 e% Rover the entin qemm rgion. 
t : 
4 
*A H,-e%'Rda a w 
Similarly, for any other point Q on the focal plane. the= is a wave vector in the opposite side of AF with an 
incident angle qual to FAQ. .. 
-: 
The f d d  at point Q is 
APPENDIX R 
The cnrirr: antcnna analysis p m p m  is listed below. 
T 
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rrfr TSO FOREGROUND HARDCOPY HllH 
DSNAME~XRHSC.LIb.MVS.CLIS1 (FORTVCOM) 
OOOOOOlOPROC 2 SUFFIX MEWB€R TERMON MINCO) SEC(30) 
O O O O O O l l f F  &SUFFIX = XXX THEN SET SUFFIX= 
00000020ACCESSJC ACCT(fPON3) BOX(b0X) 
00000050OED TEHPJOb.CNT1 NEW EMODE 
00000060IN /rJOBfARM QUEUE8FETCH 
O O O O O O 7 O f N  /MPUOCLIB~XRHSC.MVSPROC.CNTL 
00000090JW // EXEC NTSO 
000001008TER~ON.  SCHEDULE M 
00000110END N 
00000040IN //aSYSUXD.COH JOB ~ F H O l l , B 2 2 , 2 ~ ~ ' l I B & 3 U F F I X . ~ & ~ ~ B E R . ~ ' , T I M E ~ ~ 6 H I M ~ ~ ~ S E C ~ ~ ~  
000000501N // ~SOCLAfS~U,CLASS~O,NOTI~~~SYSUfD 









//FORTVCOM PROC U S R I D ~ X R H f C ~ P R E F I X = ~ O U l ~ ' ~ ' ~ B L K S I Z E ~ ? 2 6 5 ~  
// T E R M O U T = ~ n ~ , E R R L V L = f N O F I P S , F L A G ( € ) i  
// 
//SOURCE EXEC PGM*FORTVf,REGION~204~K,COND~(4,LT), + 
PARMI @ LC($O), 8ERRLV1, SOURCE, XREF,MAP, NODECK, NOLIST; OPT(3) ' 
//STEPLIB DD DSN=SYSl.FORTVS,DISP=SHR ' 
//SYSLlN DD DSN~~USRID. .LPREFIX8SUFFIX . .OBJ<aMEMBER) ,D ISP~SHR~ 
// 
// DCB=(,RECFM~FB,LRECL~8O,BlKSIZErS200) 
UN I T =SY 5 DA , 
//SYSPRINT DD S Y S O U T = ~ O U T , D C B ~ ~ R E C F M ~ V B A , L R € C L ~ ~ ~ ~ , B L K S I Z € ~ L B ~ K S I Z E ~  
//SYSPUNCH DD DUMMY,DCB=BLKSIZE=J440 
//SYSIN DD DSN=~USRID..SPR€FIXLSUFFIX..FDRT~~MEHBER~,DISP~SHR 
/ / E  SYSLIB DD DSN=&USRID..LPREFIXSSUFFIX..COMN.FDRT,DISP*SHR 
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*)O(N TSO FOREGROUND HARDCOPY MHHM 
DSNAME=XRHSC.LIB.MVS.CLIST (FORTVADD) 
OOOOOOlOPROC 2 SUFFIX MEMBER TERMON ? l I M < O )  SEC(3O) 
00000020IF &SUFFIX 8 XXX THCW SET tUFftX= 
000000303ET CC = CC 
O O O O O O Q O I F  iTERMON = TERMOM THE84 SET CC. 1 
000000S0ACCESSJC ACCf<t?ONS) BOX(B0X) 
000000600ED TMPJO8.CMfL WM M D E  
000000901N 0 U O W A R M  OUEUEmFnCH 
OOOOOlOOIN /MPROCltB=XRHSC.MVSPROC.CNTL 
0 0 0 0 0 1 f O ~ U  I/-- FORTVADD,NBLK~Q,OUT~'M'~SUFFXX~'~SUFFIX~',M~BER 
000001201a // PREFIX8ANTENNA 
00000130IN // EXEC NTSO 




000000701N //8SYSUfD.CAD JOB (8S?ONS,B22,2),'LIB&SUFFIX.(anEnbER.)' 
O O O O O O 8 O 1 N  // M S O C L A $ S ~ U , C L A S S ~ O ~ N O T I ~ ~ ~ S Y S U I D  
. . . . .  :e. .. 
0 .. 
s ~ ~ s  TSO FOREGROUND HARDCOPY If** 
DSNAME=XRHSC.MVSPROC.CNTL' (FORTVADD) 
IIFORTVADD PROC USRID=XRHSC,PREFIX~,OUT~'M',BLKSXZE=7265, 
// NELK=4O,TERMOUT='X1, ERRLVL='NOFIPS, FL.AG(E)' //SOURCE EXEC PGM=FORTVS,REGION=2048K,COND=(4 ,LT) ,  + 
// P A R M ~ ' L C ( ~ O ) , 8 E R R L V L , S O U R C E , X R E F , M A P , t ~ O D E C K ~ N O L I S T , O P T ( ~ ) '  
//STEPLIB .DD DSN=SYSl.FORTVS,DISPrSHR 
//SYSLIN DD DSN=SUSRID. .~PREFIXSSUFFIX.-.OBJ(NIEMBER), DISP~SHR, 
// UNITSSYSDA, 
// D C B = ( ~ R E C F M = F b r L R E C L I I O I B L K S I Z E ~ S 2 0 0 )  
//SYSPRINT DD S Y S O U T = 8 O U T , D C B = ( R E C F M = V B A , L R E C L r l 3 7 , B L K S I Z E ~ 8 B L K S X Z E ~  
//SYSPUNCH DD DUMMY,DCB=BLKSIZE=3440 
IYSYSTERM DD SYSOUT=8TERMOUT 
//SYSLIB DD DSNAME=SYSl.DUMMY,DISPoSHR 
//SYSIN DD DSN=LUSRID..8PREFIX8SUFFIX..FORT(6MEMBER)~DISP~SHR 
//LIBNAME EXEC PGM~LIBRYGN2,COND~(Q,LT),REGION~l7S~,PAR~~'~' 
//SYSOUT DD DSNAME~88LIBMOD,DISPr(NEU,PASS),U?~IT~S~5O, 
// SPACE=(S200,(aNBLK,80),, ~ROUND)~DCB~(RECFM'FB~LRECL~8O~BlKSIZEfSZOO~ 
//SYSPRINT DD S Y S O U T ~ S O U T ~ D C B ~ ~ R E C F M ~ F B A ~ L R E C L ~ 8 l , B L K S I Z E ~ 7 2 9 0 ~  
//SYSPUNCH DD DUM~,DCB=<RECFM~CB,LRECL~80,BLKSIZE~7280) 
//SYS I N DD DSN~lUSRID..8PREFIX8SUFFIX..OBJ(8MEMBER),DISP~SHR 
//LINK EXEC PGM=LINKEDIT,COND=(4~LT),REGION=lSOK, 
// PLRM='LIST,MAP,NCAL,SIZE=(l32K,l2K)' 
//SYSLMOD DD DSN=LUSRID..SPREFIXSSUFFIX..LOAD(SMEMBER),DISP=SHR 
//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT~80UT~DCB~(RECFM~FBA~LRECL~l2l,BLKSIZE~3SO9~ 
//SYSUDUMP DD DUMMY 
//SYSUTl DD UNIT=J35O,SPACE~(CYL,(lrl)) 
























0 0 00 024 0 
00000250 
0000026 0 
0 0 00027 0 
TSO FOREGROUND HARDCOPY MIEM 
DSNAME=XRHSC.LIB.CNTL ( PAT 1 
, .'. 
//XRHfCPO> JOB ( F H O l l ~ B Z 2 ~ S ) r f A T D F , f l S G C L A S S ~ A ~ T I M E . < ( r ) ~  
01 NOTIFY=XRHSCICLASS=O 
/ / i  CLASS=OgNO T A P E I A ~ D E F A U ~ T ~ ~ I N W I N ~ , F I W E E K E N D .  
//NJOBPARd CIN€S*lOO,QUEUC~FEfCH 
//STEP1 EXEC P A T I V O C * A H T O ~ ~ F I L ~ ~ ~ ~ S I Z E ~ ' ~ O ~ ~ ~ , ~ ~ ~ K ' D  
// REGION.lfNK~6000~,RCQZOM~QO~SOOOK 
/NPROCLIB=XRHSC.MVSPROC.C)(TL 
//LINK.OBJtCf OD I 
INCLUDE OBJCIBCPAT) 
//GO.FfOIFOOl' DD DUIQCY 
//MGO.FTO8FOOl DD DUMMY 
INCLUDE NEdLINCZnN) c 
//GO.DATAS DD DSN~XRHSC.ANTENNA.DATA(~SEPOl ) rD ISPI3HR~LABEL~C, ,~ IN)  
// EXEC NTSO,HODE=ALL 
00000010 
00000020 
00 0 00 025 
00000030 










.- - - - -- _- - 
. -  
xrii ~ s o  FORCTGROUND HARDCOPY ~ E X  .. . 
DSNAMESXRHSC. MVSPROC. CNTL (PAT > 
//ANTASIH PROC N B L K ~ Q O ~ O U T ~ ' ~ ' ~ T E R ~ O U l ~ ' ~ ' ~ F I L € ~ l ~  HLA 00000010 0 0 000 020 
00000030 
// PARMI MAP~LfSfrSIZE~C~SIZE.~r~OPTION' 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0  
//NEWLIN DD DSNISYS2.NEWZnArDISP.SHR 00000050 
//SYSLIB DD DSN=SYSl.VLNKMLIB,DISP=SHR XRDMS 01/06/83 0000006 0 
// DD DSN=SYSl.VFORTLfB,DISP=SHR .. 00000065 
// DD DSN=JRHSC.ANTENNA.LOADODISP=SHR .. 000 0 007 0 
// DD DSN.SYSZ.WP1055,DISP.fHR oo ooooao 
// DD DSNtSYS2.IMSLSrDISPtSHR 000 00090 
// . DD DSNrSYSl.FORTSSP,DISP.SHR 00000095  
// . DD D S N ~ S Y S l . ~ V T ~ L I B r D f f P I S H R  00000100 
// DD DfN=SYS2.VFORTLIB,DISP=SUR XRDMS 01/06/83 00000110 
// DD D S H ~ S Y f Z . F O R T L I B , D I S F ~ S ~ ~  00000120 
//OBJLIfI DD n S H r X R n S C . L N T E H t ~ ~ . C b ; ( P L ; : . D ! S P = S H R I  00000130  
// 0 0 0 0 0135 
//SYSLMOD DD DSNo&~LCDnOD~S:FC,,~til~=~~S~,SPACE=(614~,(&NBLK,ZO,l)), 00000140 
// DISP=( 0 PASS1 00000150 
//SYSPRSNf DD SYSOUT~~OUT,DCB~~RECfnrFbMILRECLol21,BLKSIZE~SSO~9~ 00000160 
IISYSTERM DD SYSOUT=aTERflOUf 00000170 
//SYSUTl DD UNIT=<DISK,SEP=(SYSLtlDD,SYSPRINT)) ,SPACE=(CYL, C1,lI) COO30180 
//SYSLIN DD D S N ~ ~ & O B J M O D , D l S P ~ C M O D , D E L E T E ~ ~ D C B ~ R E C F M = F B ~  00000190 
// UNIT=DISKrSPACEr(TRK,O) 03000200 
// DD DDNAME=OBJECT c0000210  
//SYSUDUMP DD DUMMY 0 0 0 0 0220 
/ / G O  EXEC PGM=r.LIWK.SYSLMOD,COND=(4,~l),REGION=8OOK 0 0 0 0 0250 
//FTOSF001 DD DDNAME=DATAS 0 0 0 0 0240 
//R06F001 DD SYSOUT~~OUT~DCB~(RECfMtV1A,LRECLtlS7,BLKSIZE~l~~~BUfNO~l~ 00000250 
tIZEt'l28Kr 12K'r OPTION= 
J J L X N k  EXEC PgM=I WL , REGION~lSOK,COND=~ 4 ,  LT 1 
C;F=(RECfp+:L,; CCC;-tC, P. I ::ZE=JZOO) 
//FT07F001 DD S Y S O U T ~ B , D C B ~ ( R E C F M ~ F B , B L K S I Z E 1 7 2 8 0 r L R E C 1 ~ 8 0 )  00 0 0 026 0 
//FTOIFOOl DD U N I T ~ ( 6 2 S O , ~ D E F E R ) , L ~ B E L ~ ( ~ F I L E ~ N L ) , V O L ~ S ~ R ~ ~ V O L ~  00000270 
// D C B ~ ( R E C F f l ~ F I ~ L R E C L ~ 6 4 ~ B L K S I Z E r l O Z G , D E N ~ S ) ~  0 0 0 0 028 0 
0 0 00 0290 // DIfP*(NW,KEEP) 
//FTlOFOOl DD SYSOUf=~OUT0DCB=M.FT06FOOl . 0 0 0 0 0 ~ 0 0  
//SYSUDUMP DD DUMMY 00000310 
C;<iC:liiAL PAGE fs 
OF POOR QUALITY 
X x R Y  TSO FOREGROUND HARDCOPY X I H M  
DSNAME=XRHSC .MEMO. TEXT (END 1 
T h e  comploto output  f i l o  o f  our  ramplo problom is shown 8s 
)JAMES AND DESCRIPTIONS OF THE PROGRAM VARIABLES 
SIGMAM = c 5 c . 0 0 0  MI ANTENNA REFLECTOR RADIUS 
SIGMA0 = 0.000 MYI I N I T I A L  VALUE OF SIGMA 
X L I  = 0.500 INTEGRATION CONTROL CONSTANT 
XLM = 14.990 EIM WAVELENGTH. 
FR = 2.000 E" FRENQUENCY I N  GHZ UNJTS 
F = 5 0 0 . 0  IEE FOCAL'LENGTH OF IDEAL P~RABOLOID 
PLANE-WAVE ANGLES OF ARRIVAL IN I N I T I A L  SYSTEM 
ALPHA1 = 8 0 . 0 0 0  EM AZIMUTHAL ANGLE .. 
BETA1 = 0.gOO *%X RIGHT ANGLE - POLAR ANGLE -. 
POLARIZATION ANGLE 
DELTA1 = 9 0 . 0 0 6  
EULkt:t.N C V q !  ET F20 ROTCT?ON 
I 4  At<7Eta:,: ' - :  '' 
L L F 1  = 1 8 0 . 0 0 0  6ET1 = 90.000 GAM1 = 90.000 
IN FENCE SYSTEM 
ALF2 = 90.COC BET2 = 90 .000  GAM2 = 2 7 0 . 0 0 0  
TRANSLATION VECTOR COMPONENTS 
FROM I N I T I A L  TO ANTENNA SYSTEM 
XTA = 0 . 0  YTA = 1 0 0 0 . 0  ZTA = 0 . 0  
FROM I N I T I A L  TO FENCE SYSTEM 
XTF= 0 .000000E+00 YTF 0 .220000E+04 Z T F  = - .7000GOE+OS 
20 
;? ~ J.': %L r ;diE os 
OF POOR QUALlW 
XNDEX = 11992 
PB = 95.000 voc 6 O . ~ U J G ~ ~ E + O S  VOCL = O . ~ S ~ ~ O J E + O ~  
PI = 92.900 VOC = O.S?~1938f+OS VOCL * 0.916398€+02 
PB 8 92.800 VOC 0.5S89?5E+05 VOCL * 0.949479E+02 
PB 8 92.700 VOC = 0.692831E+OS VOCL = 0.968125€+02 
PB = 92.600 VOC = 0.763894Et05 VOCL = 0.976607E+02 
--PB 8 92.500 VOC = 0.756856€+05 VOCL 9 0.97580JE+02 
PB = 92.400 VOC 8 0.662703E+O5 VOCL 8 O.P64264€+02 
PB = e  9 2 . 5 0 0  voc = O . C ~ O ~ O ~ E + O ~  VOCL = O . ~ S ~ J O ~ E + O Z  
PB 8 
PB * 












F b  






92.200 VOC = 0.217458E+05 
92.100 VOC = 0.108810E+OS 
92.000 VOC = 0.472636E+05 
91.900 voc = o.a40626~+05 
91.800 voc = o.ii7sao~+o6 
91.700'VOC = O.f43021E+06 
91.600 VOC = 0.156804Et06 
91.500 voc = o.is4a90~+06 
91.400 VOC = 0.134104E+06 
91.300 VOC = 0.922596E+GS 
91.200 VOC = 0.283026E+05 
* 
. 91.100 VOC = 0.573251E+05 
. 91.000 VOC = 0 . 1 6 2 8 0 : € + 0 6  
90 s ic0 V C C  :. C c'?c?CZE+06 
9 0 . E O C  V O C  = 0.418997E+06 
90.700 VOC = 0.559540E+O6 
90.600 VOC = 0.700155E+06 
90.500 VOC = 0.834125E+06 
90.400 VOC = 0.954788E+06 
90.300 VOC = 0.105597E+07 
90.200 VOC = 0.115257E+07 
VOCL = 0.867475€+02 
VOCL = O . ~ O ~ S M E + O Z  
VOCL = 0.9a4921~+02 
VOCL = 0.934905€+02 
VOCL = 0.101392E+OJ 
VOCL = 0.103108E+O~ 
VOFL = O.l03907E+O3 ' 
VOCL = 0.103300E+OS 
VOCL = C.102549€+03 
VOCL =-* 0.9929846+02 
VOCL = 0.890365€+02 
VOCL = 0.951669E+02 
VOCL = O.I062JJE+03 
VOCL = 0.109093E+03 
VOCL = 0.112444E+03 
VOCL = 0.114957€+03 
VOCL = O.l16904E+OS 
VOCL = 0.118425€+03 
-. 
VOCL 0.119598E*03 
VOCL = 0.120475€*03 
VOCL = 0.1ZlOUOE+O3 
21 
ORlGiNAL P A X  IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
.- . 
PD = 9 0 . 1 0 0  VOC = 0.117994€+07 VOCL = 0.121437E+03 
PB = 9 0 . 0 0 0  VOC = 0.11961JE+07 VOCL = 0.121556EtOJ 
PB * 8 9 . 9 0 0  VOC = O.l18006E+O7 VOCL = 0 . 1 2 1 4 3 8 E + O ~  
PB * 89.800 VOC = 0.113259E+07 VOCL = 0.121081E+03 
P I  = 8 9 . 7 0 0  VOC = 0.105627Et07 VOCL = 0 . 1 2 0 4 7 6 E t 0 3  
PB = 8 9 . 6 0 0  VOC = 0 .955144Et06  VOCL = 0.119601E+OS 
P I  = 89.500 VOC = 0.834498E+06 VOCL = 0.118429EtOS 
PB = 8 9 . 4 0 0  voc = 0.7oos09cto6 VOCL = o . i i 6 9 o t ~ + 0 3  
PB = 8 9 . 2 0 0  voc a c s 1 9 2 ~ t e + o 6  VOCL = 0 . 1 1 2 ~ 4 9 ~ + 0 ~  
PI = 8 9 . 3 0 0  VOC = 0.5508~IC+O6 VOC1 = O. l lC961E+OJ 
PI = 8 9  1 C O  V O C  a G,285000E+O6 VOCL = 0.109097E+O3 
PB = 89.0CO VOC = 0.162814E+06 VOCL = 0 .104234Et03  
PB 8 8 8 . 9 0 0  VOC = 0.572242E+05 VOCL = 0.951516E+02 
PB = 111.800 VOC = 0 .284991€+05  VOCL = 0.890966€+02 
PB = 8 8 . 7 0 0  VOC = 0.925082E+05 VOCL = 0 . 9 9 5 2 3 6 E t 0 2  
PB = 88.600 VOC = 0.134414E+06 VOCL = 0.102569E+OS 
PB = 88.500 VOC f 0 .155207Et06  VOCL = 0.1031118E+OS -1 
PB = 8 8 . 4 0 0  VOC = 0.157094E+06 VOCL = O.l03923E+OJ 
PB = 88.300 VOC = 0.143250E+06 VOCL = 0 .103122E+03  
PB = .88.200 VOC = 0 .117523Et06  VOCL = 0.301402E+03 
PB = 8 8 . 1 0 0  VOC = 0.841043E+05 VOCL = 0.984964E+02 
PB = 8 8 . 0 0 0  VOC = 0 . 4 7 1 9 8 0 E t 0 5  VOCL * 0 .934785E+02  
PB = 8 7 . 9 0 0  V O C  = 0 1 0 7 1 4 t E + C 5  VOCL = 0.805997E+02 
P 9  = 8 7  .E@@ V O C  = 0.;19976E+05 VOCL = 0 . 8 6 8 4 7 5 € + 0 2  
-. 
PB = 8 7 . 7 0 0  VOC = 0.483404E+05 VOCL = 0.93686*2E+02 
PB = . 8 7 . 6 0 0  VOC = 0 .666055E+05  VOCL = 0 .9647026+02  
PB = 8 7 . 5 0 0  VOC = 0 . 7 6 0 1 0 8 E t 0 5  VOCL = 0 .976175E+02  
PB = 8 7 . 4 0 0  VOC = 0.766696E+05 VOCL = 0.976925E+02 
fB = 8 7 . 3 0 0  VOC = 0 .694880E+05  VOCL f 0 .968382€+02  
P B  = 8 7 . 2 0 0  voc = O . ~ ~ O O ~ J E + O S  VOCL = 0 . 9 4 9 ~ ~ + 0 2  
22 
PB = 87.100 VOC = 0 . 5 C 1 1 9 7 E t 0 5  VOCL = 0.916389E+02 





























i ml-l YTF = 2200.0 
ZTF = -300.0 
ORIG!" PAGE IS 














m "U S3.0 
87.0 89.0 91.0 
8 DEGREES 
CZ;I!G”Al PAGE Is 
OF POOR Q U A W  
*1-1 YTF = 2200.0 
ZTF 3: -600.0 
.. 
.. 
115 ’2e rn 
11.0 m.0 8l.o 13.0 
e DEGREES 
ALF2 = 60.0, BET = 90.0, ZTF = 290.0 ’ 
YTF = 2200.0 
ZTF = -700.0 
. 
ORiGli\lAL PAGE ts 
OF POOR QUALITY 
5-. 






.2.15 (YA-H, ZA-H 1 i 
YTF = 13333.78 
116 ZTF = -500.559 
87.0 1 . 0  01.4 11.8 
e DEQREJN 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 






ORiGtNAL PAGE tS 
OF POOR QUALIn 
I W M W  TSO FOREGROUND HARDCOZY KKMM 
DSNAME=XRHSC.ANTENNA.FORT (ATMAIN 1 
C ~ ~ M M N ~ M M M M M M M ~ M ~ l l M M M M ~ M ~ ~ M M K M M M M M M M ~ M % M M M N E M ~ N ~ f f M ~ M U N M M ~ K M M M M M ~ M M M M M M N ~ ~  
C o o  
C PROGRAN OF ANTENNA-FENCE SIHULATION 00 
C TASK NO. 311 00 
C MARCH 27, 1986 00 
C GSFC ATR - RICHARD IC. SCHHIDT 00 
C SAR TASK LEADER - DR. HACHAEL KAO oo 
C SAR TASK PERSONNEL - HWAI-SOON CHENO 00 
C oa 
H A I N  PROG-a TO CONTROL THE LOOICAL FLOW OF THE PROGRAM 00 
00 
I M P L I C I T  R L A L r 8  tA-H,O-L) oa  
REALM8 KIX,KIY,KIL,IFX,~CT,KFZ,KM%,KMY,K~ 00 
COMMON / I W P U f l /  S I ~ , S I o c M O , X L I ,  FR, F 00 
COMMON /IW?Ul2/ A ~ ? H A I , ~ E T A I , D E L T A ~ , A L F ~ ~ ~ E T ~ , O A M ~  00 
COMMON / IH tUtS /  ALF2,BElZ,GA~2,XTA,TA,ZTA,XTF,YTF,ZTF 00 
COMMON / IWIVTW ANOA,ANOB,DBrNANO,XDF 00 
COMHON /ANTO/ PIE,SPH,RAD,XKrXLM,PAIPbrPDB 00 
COMMON /ANTROP/ R I A ( S ~ S ~ ~ R I F ~ 3 ~ 3 ~ , R F A ~ J , S ~ , R A I ~ S ~ S ~ , R F I ~ 3 ~ S ~  00 
COMMON /ANTXPI/  KIX,KIY,KIZ,KFX,KFY,KFZ,KHX,KHY,KHZ 00 
COMMON /ANTXP2/ HIX,HIY,HIZ 00 
COMMON / A N T X P U  ALPHA,BFTA,SINALP,COSALP~SINBEl,COSBET 00 
COMMON /ANTXP4/ SINDEL , COSDEL 00 
COMMON /ANTPAl /  XL(1199S)~Yl(11993),ZL~l1993~~INDEX 00 
COMMON /ANTPAW XN1(11993)~XNJ(ll993),XNU~ll99S~,DSS~ll99S~ 00 
COMMON /ANTRAT/ RDPRILWRITHETA 00 
COMMON /AWffL/ GPR,OPI,OORrWI 00 
COMMON /ANTCY/ 00 
COMMON /ANTRFA/ AHXlt,AHWIrAmR,AHYIrAHtRIAHZI 00 
COMMON / A N f R F l /  HXR~ll9lS)~HYR(11993~~tiZR(ll993~ 00 
COMMON /ANTRF2/ HXI(ll99f~~MI(11993),HZI~ll99~~ 00 
COMMON /ANTPWl/ HXAR<l199f~~HXAI~ll99S~~HYAR~ll99J) 00 
COMMON /ANTPW2/ HYAI~11993)~HZAR(1199S~~HZAI(ll99~~. 00 
COMMON /ANTLPl /  LOOP1 .. 00 
00 
00 








CALL ATAPER 00 
DO 1 0 0 0  LOOP1 f 1,INDEX 00 
CALL ATRAT 00 
CALL ATPL 00 




DO 2000 LOOP2 = 1,NANG 00 
CALL ATPWH 00 
CALL ATCORR 00 
P I  = PB - PDB 00 
ZOO0 CONTINUE 00 
STOP 00 
END 00  
C 
C 
~ M M ~ M M ~ M M ~ M ~ M ~ M M M ~ M M M M ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ W U U U W U ~ S M W ~ U ~ ~ ~ M ~ ~ ~ ~ W ~ M M M M ~ M H K M M M M M M ~ M M M ~ M M M ~ ~ ~  
F W ,  FHYf r FMYRr FHYX FHZR, FHZI 
i 
0 


















































































































*z*r TSO FOREGROUND HARDCOPY HHHE 
DSNAHE~XRHSC.ANTENNA.FORT (ATBKDT 1 
BLOCK DATA 00000010  
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ I * I ~ I I ~ H ~ E ~ H I M I I M M M I H E ~ I H ~ ~ K M M H I E ~ ~ H ~ M K K ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ K ~ H M ~ ~ * ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ M ~ 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0  
C 00000030  
C Biota DATA 1 TO SET UP A L L  THE DEFAULT VALUES 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0  
C 00000050 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ K Y l I I f f I M W K M ~ K ~ M f f U ~ U ~ N ~ ~ ~ 8 M ~ ~ ~ ~ A ~ ~ R M ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ U ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ U ~ ~ E l I M M ~ M H l M M K ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 0 0 0 0 ~ 0 6 0  
I H P L I C I T  R E A L W  tA-H,O-Z) 0000007 0 
COCVlON l I N P U T l /  SfQWM,SIOHAO~XLI ,F I ,F  00000080 
COIlMON / IWfUfZ/ L L ~ H A I ~ B C T A I ~ D t L T A ~ ~ A L f l , B ~ ~ l ~ ~ ~ H l  00000090 
C O W O N  /INPUTS/ A L f 2 ~ B ~ Z ~ O A f l 2 ~ X ~ A ~ Y T A ~ ~ l A ~ X ~ F ~ Y ~ F ~ ~ ~ F  00000100 
COMUON /INPUT%/ ANGAIANGBI DBINANOIXDF 00000110 
DATA SfOMAM/450.0/,SXGMAO/O.O/ 00000120 
DATA XLI/O .5/, FR/2.0/, F1500. ON 00000130 
DATA ALPHAI~90.0/,BETAX~O.O~,DELTAI~90.0/ 00000140 
DATA A L F 1 ~ 1 8 0 . O ~ ~ B E T 1 ~ 9 0 ~ O ~ , G A ~ 1 / 9 0 ~ 0 ~  00000150 
DATA ALF2/90.O/,BET2/90.0~,GAFl2/270.0/ 00000160 
DATA X T A ~ O . O / , Y T A ~ 1 0 0 0 . 0 ~ r t f A / O . O /  00000170  
DATA XTFYO. 01, YTF/2200.0/ ,  ZTF I -7  00 . O/ 00000180 
DATA A N G A ~ O ~ O / , A N G B ~ 9 3 ~ 0 ~ ~ D B ~ O ~ l ~ ~ N A N G ~ 6 l ~ ~ X D F ~ l ~ O ~  00000190 
END 00000200 
33 
i N i M  TSO FOREGROUND HARDCOPY M M M I  
DSNAME=XRHSC.ANTCWNA.FORT (ATIN 1 
SUBROUTINE ATIN 00000010 
C 000000J0 
C SUBROUTINE ATIN t PROVIDINO THE INPUT INFORMATION TO SPECIFY 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0  
C THE GEOMETRICAL AND PHYSICAL REQUIREMENTS 00000050 




C M M M M i ~ ~ M ~ M M ~ M M ~ M M M M M M K M ~ ~ M M M M M M M ~ ~ ~ M ~ M M ~ M M M M ~ M M M M N ~ ~ ~ ~ M ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ M ~ ~ M ~ ~ M N * O O O O O ~ 8 0  
IMPLICIT REALM8 (A-HpO-Z) 00000090 
. COMMON /INPUTl/ SIGMAM,SIOHAO,XI~,FRIF 00000100 
COMMON /INPUT2/ A L P H A I ~ B E T A I ~ D C L T A I ~ A L F l , ~ ~ T l ~ ~ 4 ~ ~  000001 10 
COMMON /INPUTS/ A L F 2 ~ l E f 2 , G A H 2 , X T h ~ Y l A , Z T A ~ ~ T f , Y T F ~ Z ~ F  00000120 
COMMON /INPUTXI ANGA,ANGBpDB,NANG,XDF 00000130 
NAMELIST /INPUT/ SIGNAH~SIGMAO~XL1,FR~Fp 0 0 0 0 0 1 4 0  
1 ALPHAI,BETAIIDELTAI, 00000150 
2 ALFl,BETl,GAMl~ALFZ,BET2,GAM2r 0 0 0 0 0 1 6 0  
J XTAIYTA ZTA , XTF p YTF, ZT F p 00000170 
4 ANGA,ANGBpDBrNANG,XDF 00000180 
WRITE (6,701 00000190 
READ ( 5 ,  INPUT, ENDr30, ERRe40) 00000200 
30 WRITE (6,801 0 0 0 0 0 2 1 0  
GO TO 6 0  0 0 0 0 0 2 2 0  
40 WRITE (6 ,901 00000230 
60 RETURN 00000240 
7 0  FORHAT (lW//lH,fREAD IN PROGRAM INITIAL VALUES') . 00000250 
80 FORMAT ( 'MXlt  END OF PROGRAM INPUT DATA M M i ' )  0 0 0 0026 0 
0 000027 0 
00 0 0 0 2 8  0 
90 FORMAT ( 'M i  WARNING ... INCORRECT INPUT !!! ' 1  







TSO FOREOROUND HARDCOPY nsw 
DSNAME~XRHSC.AHTCNNA.FOR1 CATDEF 1 
SUBROUTINE ATDLF 00000010 
~ ~ ~ E ~ ~ E M ~ H ~ I ~ ~ ~ ~ n ~ M I I ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ U ~ n ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ U # ~ ~ ~ a N ~ I I U ~ ~ ~ M M U E E ~ ~ M U N ~ W ~ ~ U H N M U M M M M M M ~ ~ ~ ~ O O ~ ~  
C 00000030 
C W I T S  00000050 
C 60000060 
~ ~ ~ & M U * ~ ~ ~ M ~ ~ ~ H ~ M N ~ M ~ ~ ~ I I ~ M ~ H M H K ~ ~ E M M ~ H M X E ~ M ~ ~ E ~ E X M X H ~ ~ E ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ M * ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  
O G E O O O b  0 
I M P L I C I T  REALM8 <A-H,O-Z) 00006090 
COMMON / I N P U T l /  fIGMAfl~SIGMAO,XLI,FR,F 00000100 
COMMON / INPUTL/ ALPHAI~bETAI,D€LTAI~ALFl~DETl~GAPll 00000110 
COHflON /INPUTS/ ~LF2,BET2.GAMZ,XTA,YTA,ZfA,Z~A,XTFDYTF,ZTF 00000120 
COMMON / I r m n x /  ANQA,ANOB,DB.NANO.XDF 00000130 
COMMON /ANTO/ PIE,fPM,RAD,XK,XLM,PA,Pb,PDb 00000140 
SPM = 2 .997925010  00000150 
XLM = SPWCFRwl.OD9) 00000160 
P I E  = 3.1415926536 00000170 
RAD = P I V 1 8 0 . 0  GO000180 
XK = (Z.OXPIE)/XLM 00000190 
ALPHA1 = ALPHAIHRAD 00000200 
BETA1 = BETAXERAD 00000210 
DELTA1 = DELTAIXRAD 0 00 0 0220 
A L F l  = ALFlnRAD 00000230 
BET1 = EETlXRAD 0 00 0 0240 
GAM1 = GAMlrRAD 00000250 
ALF2 = ALF2ERAD 0 000 026 0 
BET2 = BETZXRAD 000 00270 
GAM2 = GAM2nRAD 00000280 
PA = ANGAXRAD 0 000 0290 
PB = ANGBXRAD 00000300 
PDB = DBwRAD 00000518 
RETURN 0 00 00320 
END 00000330 




ORlGfNAL PAGE tS 
OF POOR QUALtTY 
KX*x TSO FOREGROUND HARDCOPY IMsH 
DSNAME=XRHSC.ANTENNA.FORT (ATESPL 1 
SUBROUTINE ATEXPL 00000010 
C SUBROUTINE ATEXPL I TO PRINT OUT SIGNIFICANT INPUT PARAMETERS 00000030 
C FOR THE USER'S INFORMATION AND RECORDS 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0  
C 00000050 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ M ~ ~ K ~ M ~ K ~ M ~ M M M M ~ ~ M M M M ~ K M ~ K ~ ~ M M K K K M M M ~ M ~ ~ * ~ ~ f f M ~ ~ ~ K K ~ ~ * ~ * ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ * ~ ~ ~ O ~ ~ ~ ~  
~ ~ % ~ ~ M % ~ M M % ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ M I M ~ ~ ~ I ) 1 M I X X ~ ~ ~ ~ U ~ ~ f f f f ~ # H ~ N ~ ~ f f U ~ ~ ~ N ~ ~ N ~ U ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ K ~ ~ ~ K ~ ~ ~ % ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 6 ~  
I M P L I C I T  REALw8 (A-H,O-Z) 00000070 
COMMON / INPUT l /  SIGMAR, SlOEAO, xL I ,  FCC. F 00000080 
COMMON / INPUT21 ALPH&I,E€T~I.DELTAI,A!FI.E~:~,GIY~ 00000090 
COMMON /INPUTJ/ C ~ F Z , ~ E T Z , G A ~ Z , X T A , Y l ~ , Z i & , X T ~ , T T F , ~ ? f  00000100 
COMMON f b N : C /  P!E,SPM,RAD,XK,XLM,PA,PB,PDB 00000110 
COMMON /!NYUTXf ANCA,ANGB,DB,NANG,XDF 0 0 0 0 0 1 2  0 
W R I T E  ( 6 r 1 0 )  CC000130 
W R I T €  (6 ,201  SIGMAM 000801  50 
20 FORMAT (*Ow,15X,'SIGMAM = g,F8.3,' IEI ANTENNA REFLECTOR RADIUS'00000160 
1) 00000170 
WRITE (6,SO) SIGMA0 00000180 
30 FORMAT ('Ow,15X,'SIGMA0 ',F8.3,* )1%1 I N I T I A L  VALUE OF SIGMA') 00000190 
WRITE (6,401 X L I  00000200 
40 FORMAT (w0w,15X, 'XL1  = ',F8.3,' M M I  INTEGRATION CONTROL CONSTANT00000210 
1 ' 1  00000220 
WRITE (6,501 XLM 00000230 
50 FORMAT ('O',ISX~'XLM = ',F8.3,' WAVELENGTH') 0 0 0 0 0 2 4 0  
WRITE ( 6 r 6 0 ) F R  0 0000250 
6 0  FORMAT ('O',lSX,'FR ',F8.3,' N S f i  FRENQUENCY IN GHZ UNITS' )  00000260 
WRITE (6 ,701 F 0 0 00 027 0 
70  FORMAT (w0w,15X,1F = g , F 6 . 1 , '  I m  FOCAL LENGTH OF IDEAL PARABOL000000280 
1 I D '  1 0 0 0 0 0 2 9 0  
WRITE (6.80) 00000300 
80 FORMAT (~O',lSX,'PLANE-HAVE ANGLES OF ARRIVAL I N  I N I T I A L  SYSTEM') 00000310 
WRITE (6,901 ALPHAIIRAD 00000320 
90 FORMAT (wOw, lSX, 'ALPHAI = ',F8.3,* ISM AZIMUTHAL ANGLE') 00000330 
00000f40 WRITE (6, l o o ?  BETAI/RAD 
1 0 0  FORMAT ( lSX, '  BETA1 = ',F8.3,' RIM RIGHT ANGLE - P-OLAR ANGLE') 000003% 
GlRITE (6,105)  00000360 
- 1 0 5  FORMAT (~O' , lSX, 'POLARIZATION ANGLE') 0 0 0 0 037 0 
WRITE (6,110) DELTAI/RAD 0000 0380  
1 1 0  FORMAT ( ~ O ' , l S X , w D E L T A I  = ' , F 8 . 3 )  0 0 0 0 0 3 9 0  
WRITE (6,120)  O Q O O U 4 0 0  
120 FORMAT ( ' 0 ' , 1 5 X , ' E U C E R X A N  ANGLES FCR R O T A T I O N ' )  0 0 0 0 0 4 1 0  
W R I T E  ( 6 , 1 3 0 )  00000420 
F C k M A T  ~ ' ! j ' , : 5 X , ' : S  ANTEI INA SYSTEM') COO00430 
W R I T E  ( 6 , 1 4 G )  & L F l / R ~ C , b E T l / R A D , G A M l / R A D  00000460 - 1 4 0  FORMAT ( ' 0 ' , 1 5 X , ' A L F l  = ',F8.3,' BET1 = ',F8.3,' GAM1 = , ' , f & . 3 )  0 0 0 0 0 4 5 0  
W I T E  ( 6 , 1 5 0 )  . .  0 0 0 0 0 4 6  0 
150 F C R W T  ( w 0 ' , 1 5 X , t I N  FENCE SYSTEM') 0 0 0 0 0 ~ 7 0  
W R I T E  ( 6 , 1 6 0 )  ALFZ/RAD,B€T2/RAD,GAM2/RAD 0 c o c  Os8 0 
1 6 0  FCEMAT ( i 0 * , 1 5 X , f A L F 2  = ',F8.5,' BET2 = ' ,F8.3, '  GAR2 = ' , F E . 3 )  P C C C C ~ P @  
N F I T E  (6, i 7 P )  c n o 0 0 5 G O  
' r 7 C  FLIEt'ltiT ' C ' ,  l S X ,  'TRANSLATION VECTOR COMPONENTS') :I 3 0 c 0 5 1  0 
kYi?E (6,1&c> G 0 0 0 0 5 2  0 - I L L  FCi .V&T ('O',;SX,'FROM INITIAL TO ANTENNA SYSTEM') COO00530 - K K l  ;E ( 0 ,  : S C ;  >.IC, Y T A ,  Z T P  00000540 
150 FOhMCT ( ' 0 ' , 1 5 X ; X T E  ',F&.l.' YTA =',Fb.l,' Z ; b  = ' t :  ., 0 0 0 0 0 5 5 0 
HRITE ( 6 , 2 0 0 )  0000@.5~ c 
1 0  FORMbT ! ' i * f 1 5 X , ' N A M E S  AND DESCRIPTIONS OF THE PROGRAM VARlkBC€S')00000140 
.- 
ORIGiNAL PA(& IS 
OF POOR QUALtTY 
200 FORMAT ( 'O' , lSX, 'FROM I N I T I A L  T O  FENCE SYSTEM') 000 0 057 0 
WRITE ( 6 , 2 1 0 )  XTFnYTF,ZTF 0000058 0 
WRITE (6,2SO) ANGA,ANGb,DB QOO006 0 0  
2 3 0  FORMAT ( 'O@,lSX,'ANGA * ' , F 8 . 3 , '  ANGB ' n F 8 . 3 , '  DB = ' r F 6 . 3 )  000006 1 0  
WRITE ( 6 , 2 4 0 )  NANGIXDF 00000620 
2 4 0  FORMAT ('O',lSX,'NANG = *,IS,@ XDF = ' , F a . & )  00000630 
RETURN 00000640 
END O O O O D 6  50 
2 1 0  FORMAT ( 'O ' , lSXn 'XfF=  ' , E l 2 . 6 , '  YTF ' ' t E 1 2 . 6 , '  ZTF * ' n E 1 2 . 6 )  0 0 0 0 0 5 9 0  
NKHE TSO FOREGROUND HARDCOPY ME*H 
DSNAME=XRHSC.ANTENNA.FORT (ATROP 1 
SUDROUTINE ATROP 00000010  
C SUBROUTINE ATROP I TO P R O V I D E  THE ROTATION CPER4TOR FOR THE 00000030 
C USE I N  Atd:ENNA-INITIAL, : t i !  TIEL-FENCE 00000040 
o o a o o o ~ o  
~ ~ K K I K W K ~ ~ I I W Y I W W I M M H K N H K K K H K ~ K M ~ U M f f K K K K I N f f Y R U K K f f M ~ ~ K K K K K K ~ K N Y K M K N f f ~ M f f M N ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  
C SYSTEM, AHD V I C E  VERSA 
C 00000060 C X M ~ M ~ M K ~ M K W I Y I W ~ I ~ ~ ~ N ~ U ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ B ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ R ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ N ~ ~ ~ I ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  
I M P L I C I T  REAL*Z. t E . - H ,  0-Z> 0000008  0 
COMMOti / INPUTi ! i  A L  V H A f  t EETAl , D E L T A 1  w ALFl , BE! I ,  GAM1 00000090 
COMMON / INPUTS/ &LFJ, 8ET2, GAH2,XTA , Y T A ,  Z1  A ,  XTF  ,YTF, ZTF 00000100 
COMMON /'ANTROP/ Rib( 3 e SI, R I F (  S, 31, RFA(J,J) ,  R A I (  3 , 3 ) ,  K F I (  385; 00000110  
C c I l i  I N G R O P  (ALF!,BET!,GAMl.RAI) 3 0 0 c 0 1 2 0  
C A L  L ANGROP (ALFZ, BE~2 .GAMZ.RIF )  COCO0130 
CALL TRANSP ( R A 1 , R I A I  o o a o o i 4 o  
CALL TRANSP ( R I f , R f I >  00000150  




MEEM TSO FOREGROUND HARDCOPY U n I M  
DSNAME=XRHSC.ANTENNA. FORT (ANGROP 1 
SUBROUTINE ANGROP(A,B,C,Tl) 00000010 
C G O O O O O J O  
C SUBROUTINE ANGROP : TO DEFINE THE R O T A T I O N  OPERATOR FOR 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0  
C THE G EOMET R I C A I  TR A N'. L'3 RMA T I 0 N 00000050 
C 00000060 
IMPLICIT R E A L M  ( A - H . 0 - 2 )  00000080 
DIMENSION T 1 ( 3 , 3 )  00000090 
SA = DSINCA)  00000100 
.CA D C O S t A )  00000110 
SB = DSINCB) 00000120 
CB = DCOS(B) 00000130 
SC = DSINCC) 00000140 
CC = DCOS(C) 00000150 
Tl(1rl) = CCNCA-CBKSAKSC 00000160 
T1(1,2) CCXSA+CBXCAKSC 0 0 0 0 0 1 7 0  
Tl(lr3) 8 SCKSB 00000180 
T1(2,1) f -SCKCA-CBKSAKCC 00000190 
T1(2,2) -SCKSA+CBKCAXCC 00000200  
Tl(2,J) = CCKSB 00000210 
Tl(3,l) = SBXSA 0 0 0 0 0220 
Tl(Jo2) = -SBXCA 0 0000230 
Tl(3,S) CB 0 0 0 0 0240 
RETURN 0 00 00250 
END 0000026 0 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ M ~ E M K ~ ~ ~ K R M K ~ R K K X K M ~ ~ M M M M M ~ ~ K M M M M M M M M ~ M M ~ M M M ~ M M ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ M * ~ U R ~ ~ * ~ ~ ~ M ~ ~ ~ ~ O O ~ ~ ~  
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ K ~ X ~ K ~ ~ B ~ ~ ~ M ~ U ~ R R ~ U ~ ~ 0 R ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ * ~ ~ ~ ~ * ~ ~ M M ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ O O O O O O 7 O  
. .  
4 
. 
X K H M  TSO FOREGROUND HIRDCOPY Hx" 
DSNAME=XEHSC. ANTENNA. FORT (CROSS 1 




'ON Y ( 3 1 3  
= Y ( 1 , l  
= Y ( 1 , l  
= Y ( 1 , l  
= Y ( 2 , l  
= Y ( 2 , l  
= Y ( Z , l  
= Y ( 3 , l  
= Y ( 3 , l  




















0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  
r w U M M n n n w ~ r ~ i t 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0  
00000030  
0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0  




0 0 0 0 0 0 9 0  
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0  
0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0  
0 0 0 0 0 1 2 0  
0 0 0 0 0 1 3 0  
0 0 0 0 0 1 4 0  
00000150  
0 0 0 0 0 1 6 0  
00000170 
0 0 0 0 0 1 8 0  
0 0 0 0 0 1 9 0  
, . .. . 
i 
t . 
i W ) O (  TSO FOREGROUND HARDCOPY MMHH 




0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0  
00000050 













WxRM TSO FOREGROUND HkRDCOPY 
3StiAME=XRHSC. AIJTENNA . FORT (ATXPW 1 
SUBROUTINE ATXPW 00000010 
~ ~ l ~ 1 ~ I U M * 1 M M ~ M M M U M l M l M ~ W ~ ~ M W M M l ~ M R M M M W M ~ M ~ l M M ~ M M M M M ~ M M M ~ M R ~ U M ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ * ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  
r 
L 00000030 
C SUBROUTINE ATXPW I TO ROTATE THE PLANE-WAVE INCIDENT ANGLES ANU 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0  
C 5 YST EM 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 0  
C O O O O C C ' I D  
~ W ~ I W l ~ I R M M ~ M M ~ M Y ~ ~ H U R W ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ U U ~ U ~ ~ U U U ~ U ~ ~ M ~ * U ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ W ~ N U ~ N ~ U l R R ~ M M I ~ l ~ M ~ ~ ~ ~ O ~ ~ ~ ~  
t POLARIZATION ANGLE FROM I N T I A L  TO FENCE ocooooso 
IMPLICX? REALW8 (A-H.0-Z) 00000090 
REALS8 KIX,KXY,KIZ,KFX,KFY,KFZ,KHX,KHY,KtIZ 00000100 
CORNOtJ / INPUTZ/  ALPHAI,BETAI,DELTAI,ALFl~BETl,GAMl 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0  
CONMON /ANTO/ P I  E, SPM, RAD, XK, XLM, PA, PB, PDB 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 0  
COMMO14 /ANTROP/ R I A (  3 , 3 ) ,  RIF(3,3), RFA(J,3),  R A I (  3 . 3 )  RFI ( 5 ,  .! '8 0 0 0 0 0 1 3 0  
COMKON /ANTXPl /  KIX,KIY,KIZ ,KFX,KFY,KFZ,KHX,KHY,KHZ 0 0 0 0 0 1 4 0  
00000150 COMHON /ANTXPZ/ H I X , H I Y , H I Z  
COMEION /ANTXPS/ ALPHA, BETA, SINALP, COSALP, SINBET, COSBET COO00160 ' 
DO000170 COMMON /ANTXP4/ SINDEL, COSDEL 
SAX = D f I N ( A L P H A 1 )  00000180 . C A I  = DCOSCALPHAI) 00000190 
S B I  = DSINCBETAI )  00000200 
C B I  = DCOS(BETAI1 0 0 0 0 0 2 1 0  
0 0 0 0 0220 S D I  = DSIN(DELTA1)  
CDI = DCOS(DELTA1) 0 0 0 0 0 2 3 0  
K I X  = C A I r C B I  0 00 0 a240 
K I Y  = S A I X C B I  00000250 
K I Z  = SBI 00000260 
CALL ROT(R~F,K IX ,K IY ,K IZ ,KFX,KFYIKFZ)  0 000 027 0 
00 0 0 0280 BETA = DASINCKFZ) 
0 0 0 0 029 0 
S INALP = DSINCALPHA) 
COSALP f DCOS(ALPHA> 
SINBET = DSIN(BETA1 00000320 
00000330 COSBET = DCOSCBETA) 
.. 0 0 0 0 0 3 4 0  HIX = CDIM(- A I ) + S D I ~ ( - C A I ~ S B I I  
00000350 
000 00 36 0 
HIY = CDIXCA 4 +SDIM( -SAIHSBI )  
H I 2  = S D I r C B I  
CALL ROT(RIF,HIX,HIY,HIZ,HFX,HFf,HFZ) 00000370 
SINDEL = HFZ/COSBET 000 0 038 0 
COSDEL = (HM+fINDELrSINALPMSINBETl~COSALP OOOOOJ90 
WRXTE (6 ,20  1 COSDEL, SINDEL 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 0  
2 0  FORHAT ('O',lSX,'COSDEL= *,F8.3,' S I N D E L =  *,F8.3) 00000410 
RETURN 0 0 0 0 0 4 2  0 
O 0000 O O O 3 1 0  O O ALPHA * DATAHZ(KFY, KFX) i 
-. 
EtiD O D 0 0 0 4 3 0  
43 
M i x Y  TSO FOREGROUND HARDCOPY M M M I  
DSNAME=XRHSC.ANTENNA.FORT (ATAPER 1 
SUBROUTINE ATAPER 00000010  
C ~ ~ ~ M M M M E M H M M M ~ ~ ~ H M R K M M M M M M M M M ~ M M M M ~ M X M M M M ~ M M H M ~ M E ~ M M M M ~ ~ M H H M M K ~ M * ~ R M ~ M M O O O O O O Z G  
C 00000030  
C SUBROUTINE ATAPER I TO SUBDIVIDE THE REFLECTOR APERTURE INTO 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0  
C SMALL DIFFERENTIA1 AR€Af  AND EVALUATE 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 0  
C THE COORDINlf f ,  UNIT  NORMAL, AND DIFFEREN- 00000060 
C T I A L  A R E A  FOR E A C h  S V B D I V Z S J U N  A T  APERTURE 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 0  
5 U R F P  CE 00000080 
0 0 0 0 0 0 9 0  
C 
C 
~ f ~ l ~ l f f ~ ~ l M Y M M I I ~ I I M X ~ M K ~ M ~ ~ H M M M ~ H M ~ M H H ~ K ~ ~ ~ ~ * M ~ M M M ~ ~ M U h M ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ N U U ~ ~ U M M ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ O ~ ~ ~  
COMMON / I N P U T l /  SIGMAM,SIGMAOIXLf, FR, F 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0  
COMMON /ANTO/ PIE,SPM,RAD,XK,XLM,PA,PB,PDB 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 0  
COMMON /ANTPAl/  XL(l1993)~YL(ll9931~ZL(ll9931~INDEX 00000130 
2 0 0  
- 2 1 0  
- 
0 2 2 0  
COMMON /ANTPAZ/ X N I  ( 1 1 9 9 3  1, XN J ( 11 9 9 3  j , XNK ( 11 9 9 3  1, DSS ( 1 1 9 9 3  1 
DSIGO = XLMMXLI 
SIGMAP = SIGMA0 
0 0 0 0 0 1 4 0  
DIMENSION SZEPR(11993),CZEPR(11993) 
XMII = (SIGMAM~IGMAO)/DSIOO+~.O 
I X M I I  = X M I I  
DSIO = CSIOMAH-SIGMAO)~IXMI I  
INDEX = 1 
DO SO0 IPB = l , I X M I I  
SIGMA = SIGMAP+DSIG 
SIGHR SIGMA-O.5XDSIG 
XMI = 2. OXPIERSIGMA/DSIG/~ :0+1. o 
JXM = XMI 
I X M I  = J X P M  
JJXW a Z f J W I  
J J J M  = 4rJXW 
DZETA = P I U J J X n  
ZEPR x - P I V J J J M  
I N  = 0 
I N  I N + 1  
ZEPR f ZEPR+ ETA 
SZEPRCIN) =DS Y NCZEPR) 
CZEPR( IN1 tDCOSCZEPR) 
CONTINUE 
JXZ = ZHJXM 
JXML = JXM+ l  
DO 200 I N N t l r J X M  
NK = 0 
DO 210 INZ=JXMZ,JXZ 
SZEFf?(  I142) = SZEPR(1N-NK) 
NK = N K + l  
CONTI HUE 
I N  = 0 
J X J  SHJXH 
JXMJ = 2 r J X W l  
DO 2 2 0  1 r i S  =JXMf .JXJ 
czfrR,:t*;: = -CZEPR(IN-NK) 
I N  = I N t l  
SZEPR( IN3)  8 -SZEPR(IN) 
CZEPR( IN3)  -CZEPR(IN) 
CONTINUE 
J X 4  f 4MJXM 
JXM4 = 3MJXM+1 
.- 
.. 
. .  
'L 
00000150 
0 0 0 0 0 1 6 0  
00000170 
0 0 0 0 0 1 8 0  
0 0 0 0 0 1 9 0  
0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0  
0 0 0 0 0 2 1 0  
00000220 
0 0 0 0 0 2 5 0  
0 0 0 0 0 2 4 0  
00000250 
0 0 0 0 0 2 6 0  




0 0 0 0 0 3 2 0  
00000330 






0 0 0 0 0 4 0 0  
00000410 
00000420  
0 0 0 0 0 4 3 0  
0 0 0 0 0 4 4 0  




0 0 0 0 0 4 9 0  
00000500 
0 0 0 0 0 5 1  0 
0 0 0 0 0 5 2 0  
0 0 0 0 0530 
0 0 0 0 0 5 4 0  
0 0 0 0 0 5 5 0  
0 0 0 0 0 5 6 0  





6 0 0  
NJ = 0 
SZEPR(IN4) = -SZEPR(IN-NJ) 
CZEPR(IN4) = CZEPR(1N-NJ) 
CONTINUE 
DO ZJO IN4*JXM4rJX4 
NJ = NJ+1 
DO 300 JPB = 1,JJJM 
XL(1NDEX) = fIGMR*SZEPR(JPB) 
YLCINDEX) 8 -SIGMRNCZEPR(JPB) 
ZLCINDEX) 0.0 
PAR = DSQRT(SIGHRNr2+4.0rF~~2) 
XNI(1NDEX) -XL(INDLX)/PAR 
INDEX = INDEX+1 
CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 
SIGMAP 8 SIGMA 
INDEX 8 INDEX - 1 
FORMAT('lq,20X,'INDEX ',IlO) 
RETURN 
WRITE (6,600) INDEX 
END 







000 006 40 
00000650 
0000066 0 
00 00 06 7 0 
0 0 0 0 0 6 9 0  
00000700 
O O O O O f l O  
00000720 
00000730 





000 007 90 
00000800 
0000081  0 
ooooo6ao 
i 
MNXM TSO FOREGROUND HARDCOPY N1)0(: 
DSNAMExXRHSC.ANTENNA.FORT CATRAT 1 
~ M ~ M ~ M K ~ N f f K M ~ M f f ~ ~ f f M M i M M M M M M M M K M M ~ ~ i M M M M U ~ M M M M M M f f ~ M M M M M M M ~ M ~ M ~ M ~ M ~ ~ M M * M ~ X ~ O ~ ~ O ~ ~ O  SUBROUTINE ATRAT 00000010 
C 00000030 
C SODROUTINE ATRAT I TO TRANSFORM THE POINT I N  THE CARTESIAN 00000040 
C COORDINATE SYSTEM A T  REFlECfOR APERTURE 00000050 
C TO THE POINT IN THE SPHERICAL COORDINATE 0000006 0 
C SYSTEM AT FENCE 0000007 0 
C 00000080 C ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ M M ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ N ~ ~ N ~ ~ M ~ K M N ~ ~ M K ~ U K ~ ~ ~ M M K M M M M ~ M ~ M M ~ ~ M ~ ~ M ~ ~ ~ M M ~ ~ M ~ N ~ K ~ ~ ~ U ~ ~ U ~ ~ O O O O O O ~ O  
IMPLICIT REALr8 (A-H,O-Z) 00000100 
COHHON /INPUTSlnLf2;BEtZiFAm2, TA,XTf-,YTF,ZTF 0000011 0 
00000120 
COMMON /ANTPAl/ XL< 11993),YL( 11993),ZL( 1199J),INDEX 00000130 
COMMON /ANTRAT/ RDPR,ZDPR,THETA 00000140 
COMMON /ANTLPl/ LOOP1 0 000 0 1 so 
C WRITE (6,101 LOOP1 00000160 
1 0  FORMAT <'O',lX,IS) 00000170 
TAX = XL(LOOP1) 00000180 
TAY = YL( lOoP1) 00000190 
TAZ = ZL(LOOP1) 00000200 
CALL ROT(RAI,TAX,TAY,TAZ,TIX,TIY,TIZ) 00000210 
T I X  8 TIX+XTA-XTF 00 0 0 0220 
T I Y  = TIY+YTA-YTF 0 0 0 0 OZJO 
TI2 = TIZ+ZTA-ZTF 0 0 0 00240 
CA L L ROT I RI F, TIX, TIY, in, T i x ,  TIT, TFZ) 00000250 
RDPR - D S Q R T ( f F X S X Z t T F Y ~ ~ 2 )  0000026 0 
ZDPR = TFZ 0 0 0 0 027 0 
THETA. * DATANZCTFY, T D O  0 0 0 0 0 28 0 
RETURN 00000290 
END 4 00000300 
d 
COMMON /ANTROPY R I A (  3 , 3 ) ,  RI F( 3 m J , ,  R A I  (3 ,S ) ,  R F I  ( 3 , 3 )  
, .. 
.. 
OWiGCF;!AL PAGE E5 
Of POOR QUAUn. 
RMMW TSO FOREGROUND HARDCOPY 1111 
DSNAME=XRHSC.ANT€NNA.FORT (ATP1 1 
COMMON /ANTO/ PIE, SPN, RADIXK, XLM, PA, PB,PDB 
COMMON /ANTXPS/ ALPHAibETA,SINALP,COSALPiSINBET,COSBET 
COMMON /ANTRAT/ RDPRrZBPR, THETA 




ARGl = P I V 4 . 0  
C l R  = DCOS(ARG1) 
C l f  = DSIN(ARG1) 
A R 1  = (THETA+ALPHA)/Z.O 
AR2 (THETA-ALPHA)/Z.O 
Q 8 -DSQRT(Z.OXXKXRDPRXCOSDEl)MDCOS(ARl) 
P = -DSORT(2.0MXKMRDPRMCOSBETlSDCOSCAR2) 
DO 50 I = 1,2 
u = 1.0 
I F  (zQ.LE.O.0) U = 0.0 
SGN = 1.0 
I F  (4.LT.O.O) SON -1.0 
ARC32 = QrEt 
AGZTP = ARG2rTWOPI 
IAG2TP = AG2TP 
RMD = AGZTP - IA021P' 
AGZMD = RMDKTWOPI 
C2R = DCOS(AGtMD1 
C 2 1  = -DSIN(AG2MD) 
SOPIE = DSQRT(P1E) 
SOPIE2 = DSQRT(PIW2.0) 
SQ2PIE  = DSQRT(2.0MPIE) 
CJR = SOPIEXUM(C2R~ClR-C2I~ClI) 
C J I  = S Q P I E X U ~ ( C ~ R X C ~ I + C ~ I J € C ~ R )  
C4R = SQPIE2/2.-fQPIEZMC 
C41 SQPXE2/2.-SQPIE2*S 
CSR = SGN~(CZR~C4R-C2IXC41) 
CSI = SGN*(CZR*C4I+CtI*C4R) 
GR(1) = CJR+CSR 
GI(1) = CSI+CSI 
Q t P  
50  CONTINUE 
GQR = GR(1) 
GO1 = G I ( 1 )  
GPR * GR(2) 


















0 0 0 0 0 2 1  0 
0 0 0 0 0220 
00000230 
0 0 0 0 0 2 4 0  
00000250  
00 0 0027 0 
0 0 0  0028 0 
0 0 0 0 0 2 9 0  
00000300  
00000310  
0 0 000320  
00000330  
0 0 0 0 0 3 4 0  
00000350  
O O O O O J 6  C 
0000037 0 
0 00 0 038 0 
0 0 0 0 0 3 9 0  
0 0 0 0 0 4 0 0  
00000410 
0 0 00  0420 
0 0 0 0 0 4 3 0  
00000440 
0 0 0 0 0 4 5 0  
0000066  0 
0000017 0 
0 0 0 0 0 4 8 0  
0 0 0 0 0 4 9 0  
0 0 0 0 0 5 0 0  
00000510  
0 0 0 0 0 5 2 0  
000005SO 
ooaooi60 
aoo 0026 a 
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0 00 0006 0 
00000070 
0 0 0 0 0 0 9 0  
00000100 
0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0  
00000120 
00000150  










00 0 0 024 0 
0 0 0 0 0250 
0 0 0 0 024 0 
00 00027 0 
0 0 0 0 0280 
1 





ORIGINAL PAGE tS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
TSO FOREGROUND HARDCOPY H)o(X . 
DSNAME~XRHSC.ANTENNA.fORT (ATCY 1 
~ ~ ~ * ~ H ~ ) f f f H ~ H ~ H H ~ r H ~ ~ ~ f i ~ ~ r r ~ ~ ) f U U U M X U ~ N N R ~ N A ~ R ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ * ~ ~ ~ ~ U U M ~ ~ M * ~ ) f ~ * H O O O O ~ O ~ ~  
00000030 C 
0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0  
C 00000050 
IMPLICIT REALN8 (A-H,O-Z) 00000070 
COMMON /INPUTX/ ANGAP ANGB, DBI NANG, XDF 00000080 
COMMON /ANTO/ PIE,SPM,RAD,XKIXLM,PAIPB,PDB 00000090 
00000100 
,COMMON /AINTXPW SINDELICOSDEL 00000110 
COMMON /ANTRAT/ RDPR,ZDPR,THETA 000001z0 
COPMOW /ANTPL/ GPReGPI,GOR,GOI 00000150 
SUBROUTINE ATCY 00000010 
C SUBROUTINE ATCY I TO EVALUATE ti-PLANE s o r V 1 E a F m  S O ~ U T I O N  
C ) f ~ M l ~ Y M ~ ~ ~ ~ I ~ I ~ W ~ H M M ~ M ~ N N M U M N N M ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ M ~ ) f H H M ~ ~ ~ M H ~ U U ~ N ~ W ~ ~ ~ U f i U ~ U ~ U U M U M ~ O ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  
COMMON /ANTXPS/ ALPHA,BETA~SINALP~COSALP~SINBET,COSBET 
00000140 
PRG = PIV4.0 00000150 
OOOOOl60 ClR DCOSC-ARG) 
00000170 ClI 8 DSIN(-ARG) 
ARGS XK*<RDPR*COSb~-tDPRrSI~B~) OOOOOl80 
CSR 8 DCOStARGJ) 00000190 
0 0 00020 0 CSI 8 DSIN(AROJ1 
C6R 8 <CSRHCfR-CSI~ClI)~DS~RT(P~E) 00000210 
C61 = ~ C 5 R a C l I + C S I ~ C 1 R ~ ~ D S O ~ l ~ P I E ~  00000220 
IF (XDF.EQ.l.0) THEN 00000230 
C7TMP = DSQRT(2.O/(XKrRDPRXCOSBET)) 00000240 
ELSE 00000250 
0000026 0 CfTMP 0 0.0 
END IF 0000027 0 
SAH = DSXN(AL?HA/Z.O) 00000280 ' 
CAH * DCOS<ALPHA02.0) 00000290 
STH - DSIN<THETMZ.O) 00000300 
CTH = DCOS<THETA02.0) 00000310 
C71SC = C7TMPnSAHrCTH 0 0 0 0 0320 
C7ISS = C7TMPXSAHnSTH 00000330 
C7ICS = C7TMPrCAHrSTH 0 0 00054  0 
C'IXCC = C7TNPxCAHrCTH 0 0 0 0 ' 0 3 5 ~  
0 0 0 0036 G C8R = SINALPX< PR+GQR) 
00 00 OS7 0 
0000 OS8 0 HXER 8 - C  CIRrCIR-C61WII 1 
HXEI -( C6RrCtI+C6IrC4R 1 00000390 
0 0 0 0 0 4 0 0  
C9R = COSALPr(GPR-GOR) 00000410 
C91 COSALP*~GPI-GPf~-C7ISf 0 0 0 0  0 4 2 0  
HYER = C6R*C9R-C6I*C9f 0 0 0 0 0 4 3 0  
HYEX = C6RSCQI+t6X*CPR 0 0 0 0 0 4 4 0  
0 0 0 0 0 4 5 0  
HZER O.@ 00000460 
HZEI 0.0 0 0 0 0 0 4 7 0  
HE * DSORT(HXE+HYE+HZE) 0 0 0 0 0 4 8 0  
ClOR 8 COSALPr(GPR+GOR)nSINBET 0 0 0 0 0 4 9 0  
ClOI = (COSALPX(GPI+GOI)+C7ICC)~SINB~ 00000500 
HXHR -( C6R~ClOR-C6lXClOI 1 00000510 
HXHI = -( C6R*ClOI+C61*ClOR 1 00000520 - HXH = DSQRT(HXHRrrZ+HXHIrr2) 00000530 
CllR 8 SINALP*(GPR-QQR)*SINBET 0 000 054 0 
C111 f (SINALPr(GPI-GOI)+C7ICS)~SXNBET 00000550 
0 00 0056 0 HYHR 8 -( C6R~Cl1R-C6I~CllI 1
COHMON /ANTCY/ FHXRIFHXI,FHYR,FHYI,FHZRIFHZl 
C81 = SINALPrC E PI+GQI)+C7ISC 
HXE 8 HXERXMZ+HXEIrn2 
I H I E  x HYER*SZ*WEiM*Z 
I) 
.. 
HYHI -( C6RifCIlI+C6f*C1lR 1 
HY H * DSQRTC HYHR*flZ+HYHI *rZ) 
C l 2 R  = (GPR*t3OR)KOSbEf 
C1ZI = (GPZ*GQI)~COfbfT 
HZHR 1 C.6RKlZR-C61*C121 
HZHI = C6RKlZI+C6I~C12R 
HLH = DSORT(HtHRnr2+HZHInwZ) 
FHXR = SINDELrHXHR+COSDELnHXER 
FHXI = SINDELnHXHI+COSDELnHXEI 
FHYR = SINDELxHYHR+COSDEL~HYER 
FHYI  = SINDELrHYHI+COSDELwHYEI 
FHZR = SINDELHHZHR+COSDELWZER 




0 0  000580 
0 0 0 0 0 5 9 0  
0 000 06 0 0 
000006 10  
00000620 
00000630 
00 0006 5 0 
0000066 0 
0 00 0 06 90 
00000700 
000007lO 
O O O O O ~ G O  
o a o o 067 o 
ooooo6ao 
i 




H Y R ( l 0 0 P l )  AHYR 
HtR(LOOP1) = AHZR 
HXI(LOOP1) = A H X I  
H Y I < l O O P l )  = AHYX 
HZI<LOOPl )  = AH21 
RETURN 
END 









0 0 0 0 0 2 4 0  
o 00 a 023 o 
**ua T S O  fOREGROUN3 HARDCOPY HKXX 
DSNAMC=XRHSC.ANTENNA.FORT (ATCORR 1 
C 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0  
C SUBROUTINE t.T( L i R 6  ' f  -~:?.I . I  &TF i H f  SCFCL:LL:!CN OF THE 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0  
C " . A t i E  k*\L Fc'hClIOh A ' g D  ThE 1NCOMlNG 00000050  
C p l i  c k n i ' l t f :  t i  FCTFOMASNtTiC F I E L D  AT 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 0  
C ANlENHA LPERTURC, THF : R A f i 5 f l I T T f D  00000070 
C RLGION. 00000080 
C 00000090 
I M P L I C I T  R E A L x 8  (A-H,O-Zl 000001  10 
COMMON / I N P U T X I  ANGA,ANGB,DB,NANG,XDF 00000120  
~ ~ K i K ~ ~ ~ X f f M ~ l ~ U ~ ~ X M * f X ~ f f K ~ Y % ~ ~ ~ ~ f f f I ~ ~ f ~ ~ ~ ~ M ~ M ~ * f f ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ l ~ ~ ~ * ~ ~ f i ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ * ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  
COMMON /ANTO/ PIE,SPM,RAD,XK,XLM,PA,PB,PDB G O C O O :  30 
COMMON / A N T P A l /  XL(11993),Y1(11993),ZL(ll993),INDEX 00000140  
COMMON /ANTPA2/ X N I ( l 1 9 9 J ) ~ X N J ~ 1 1 9 9 3 ~ ~ X N K ( 1 1 9 9 3 ) , D S S ( 1 1 9 9 S I  00000150 
COMMON / A N T R F l /  HXR(1199J),HYR(11993),HZR(119931 0 0 0 0 0 1 6 0  
COMMON /ANTRF2/ HXI(11993),HYI(11993~rHZI~ll99J) 0 0 0 0 0 1 7 0  
COMKON /ANTPWl/ HXAR(11993),HXAI(1199S),HYAR(1199J) 0 0 0 0 0 1 8 0  
COMMON /ANTPWZ/ HYAI(11993)~HZAR(l1993)rHZ&I(ll993I 00000190 
VOCR = 0.0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0  
V O C I  = 0 .0  0 0 0 0 0 2 1 0  
DO 800 I = 1, I N D E X  0 0 0 0 0 2 2 0  
RDNDSS = D S S C I )  0 0 0 0 0 230 
FNR t H X R ( I I X H X A R ( 1 )  - H X I ( I ) 3 " A I ( I )  + H Y R ( I l X H Y A R ( 1 )  0 0 0 0 0240 
1 - H Y I ( I ) X H Y A I ( I )  t H Z R ( I I f f H Z A R ( 1 )  - H Z I ( I ) X H Z A I ( I )  0 0 0 0 0 2 5 0  
F N I  = H X R ( I ) r H X A I ( I I  + H X I ( I ) X H X P R ( I )  + H Y R ( I I W I Y A I ( 1 )  0 000 026 0 
2 + H Y I ( I ) f f H Y A R ( I )  + HZR(1. L A I C 1 1  + H Z I ( X I X H Z A R ( 1 )  0 0 00 027 0 
DVOCR = FNR f RDNDSS 00000280 
00000290  
00000300 
DVOCI  = F N I  I RDNDSS 4 
00000510 
VOCR = VOCR + DVOCR 
V O C I  = VOCI  + DVOCI  
800 CONTINUE 00000320 
VOC = DSQRT(VOCRffV0CR + VOCIXVOCI)  00000330 
VOCL = 20.OWLOGlO(VOC) .. 00000340 
WRITE ( 6 , 8 5 0 )  PB/RAD, VOC,VOCL 00000350 
RETURN 00000370 
END 0 0 0 0 0 3 8 0  
850 FORMAT (*O',ZOX,'PB = ' p F 8 . 3 , '  VOC = ' r E 1 2 . 6 , '  VOzfL = ' r E 1 2 . 6 )  00000360  
I*" TSO FOREGROUND HARDCOPY E.WXN 
DSNAHE=XRHSC.ANTENNA.FORT (ATPWH 1 
L 
C SUBROUTINE ATPWH I TO EVALUATE THE SHEET-CURRENT AT 
C POINT ON THE REFLECTOR APERTURE 
C 
C n E n n ~ n ~ ~ * f f & ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ w ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ n n n n n ~ ~ n ~ n ~ ~ n n ~ ~ n n ~ n n n ~ n n n n n n ~ n n n  
IMPLICIT REALw8 (A-H,O-Z) 
COMMON /ANTO/ PIE,SPM,RAD,XKeXLM,PA,PE,PDB 
COMMON /ANTPAl/ XL(11993)~YL(11993),ZL(ll993~~INDEX 
COMMON /ANTPA2/ XN1(11993),XNJ(11993~eXNK(11993~~DSS 
COMMON /ANTPW1/ HXAR(1199J>,HXAI(11993~~HYAR(11995) 
COMMON /ANTPW2/ HYAI~11993~0HZAR~11993~,HZAI~l1993~ 
CPA = DCOS(PA1 
SPA f DSINtPA) 
CPB = DCOSCPB) 
SPB = DSIN(PB1 
CACB = CPA M CPB 
CASB = CPA M SPB 
SACB = SPA M CPB 




00-300  LP= 1,INDEX 
PS * XL(LP)irCACB + YL(LP1wSACB + ZL(LP1nSPB 
PKS = XK W PS 
CKS DCOS(PKS1 
SKS = DSINCPKS) 
HXAR(LP1 = -SPA CKS 
HYAR(LP1 c CPA CKS 
HZARCLP) = 0.0 CKS 
HXAI(LP) = SPA SKS 
HYAICLP) -CPA SKS 





~ ~ W ~ R E ~ n ~ W U R W 0 0 0 0 0 ~ ? O  
0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0  

















00 00021 0 
00000220 
00000230 
0 0 0 00240 
00000250 
00000260 
0 00 0 027 0 
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ooooosso 
